Primary School Newsletter Issue No. 8 8th June 2018

Ms Jackie Daniali

Dear Parents/Guardians,
It can be difficult to find the right
words to say goodbye – firstly I must
say CONGRATULATIONS to Jackie
Daniali on her recent promotion.
We all know she will tackle this
new venture with the same passion and dedication she’s
displayed at Alamanda, Wembley and Seabrook Primary
Schools.
Working alongside her has been an honour and privilege
for all our staff, children and families and we know she will
continue to succeed in this new phase of her professional
career – Inaugural Principal Sanctuary Lakes South P-9.
On a personal note, I will miss working with Jackie each
day, enjoying the laughs – at least once a day, and I will
miss our long-term professional relationship. I am so happy
she decided to stay within the State education system and
advance her career at Sanctuary Lakes South. No one
deserves this promotion more than her and I am certain that
she will honour our profession and establish an outstanding

school for the parents and children of Saltwater Coast –
Point Cook area.
Families and children will wish to say a formal farewell in the
Alamanda way, so we will assemble our school community
during week 1of term 3 for a formal farewell.
A final word - on behalf of our community, children and
staff
Words are really inadequate to express our gratefulness
and appreciation for the incomparable dedication, work
attitude and professional support Jackie has displayed
during her time with us at Alamanda College. Saying
goodbye is never easy, saying Congratulations is a joy but
touched with our collective sadness. We wish Jackie all the
best now and into the very immediate future at Saltwater
Coast – Principal Sanctuary Lakes South P-9.

Dare to be Wise,

Lyn Jobson

Principal
Alamanda College
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IMPORTANT DATES
Years 5-9 Athletics Carnival
8th June
Queen’s Birthday Public holiday
11th June
ICAS Writing
12th June
ICAS Spelling
18th June
Student-Led Conferences (TBC)
25th-28th June
Last Day of Term 2
29th June

Alamanda College
Address:
86-100 Alamanda Blvd
Point Cook
PO Box 6606, Point Cook
VIC 3030
Telephone:
03-8376 5200
Email:
alamanda.k9@edumail.
vic.gov.au
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News from Prep
By Ms. Suzie Matthies, Prep G
Within the Prep area students have
been busily making murals of different
communities whilst exploring the
features within theses. We have been
looking at houses, signs, roads and the
differences between urban, suburban
and rural communities. We were
thinkers when sorting what features
belong to each community.
Students have been further developing
an understanding of different ways in
which people can communicate and
work as a team. Prep E, F and G have
been participating in team building
exercises every Friday afternoon. The
students have been enthusiastically
working with each other in their school
house colours to complete challenges
and tasks where communication both
verbal and non-verbal is essential. So
far, they have thoroughly enjoyed a
kick ball, hulla hoop and tunnel ball
challenge where houses completing
the challenge in a cooperative
manner have earned points.
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Alamanda College
(ACTING) LEADING TEACHER’S/
LEARNING SPECIALIST’S SUMMARY
Unit of Inquiry

Assembly

The preps have been busy at work delving into their Unit
of Inquiry with the Central Idea ‘We build a successful
community when we work as a team’. As the Unit of Inquiry
progresses the students are looking at the different features
within their communities and roles of people within their
communities creating displays to reflect their growing
knowledge and enduring understanding around the Central
Idea. We would like for our parents to come down and have
a look at the learning that’s taking place and talking to their
children about their learning.

Due to some timetable changes we will be changing our prep
assembly from monday afternoon to friday afternoon 1:402:50. These assemblies will be focusing on student learning
and a discussion will be held around what is happening in
their classrooms as well as opportunity for student to present
or talk about action they’re taking throughout a Unit of
Inquiry. Students will still be receiving awards however this will
be at a pod level so please speak to your classroom teacher
about their designated time if you would like to attend.

Local excursions
As our Unit of Inquiry further develops the students are
beginning to explore their local community and and the
different features of their community including parks, houses,
roads, schools just to mention a few. We would love for any
parents who want to join these walks to please speak to their
classroom teachers and ensure they have a working with
childrens check handed into the office before commencing
the walk.

Robotics
To align with the Victorian Curriculum Digital Technologies
strand, students at Alamanda College are beginning to be
exposed to robotics and coding. With the use of the BeeBots the prep students are learning how to write a basic
code (using arrows to show direction), while having a lot of
fun. Please be sure to ask you children about this amazing
experience that’s taking place and keep an eye out on
Seesaw for a showcase of their learning.

Uniform
We would like to take this opportunity to remind all parents
that the students are required to be wearing their full winter
uniforms. With the cold weather, well and truly set in the
students need to be wearing their Winter Uniform. The girls
uniform consists of the Alamanda school tunic or long navy
blue pants, white long sleeved shirt with the Alamanda logo,
tie, Alamanda woollen jumper and navy blue tights. The
boys uniform consists of the Alamanda long navy blue pants
and long sleeved striped shirt with navy blue socks and the
Alamanda woollen jumper. The uniform is displayed in the
foyer of the school for your reference.
All students are required to wear appropriate school uniform
every day. Unfortunately, there are many non-school items
being worn and should not be worn to school. It is school
policy for students to be wearing the correct uniform.
Students are allowed to wear their full sports uniform on the
day that they have Physical Education and on Friday

Dare to be wise

Shahn Jones

Georgia Bell

and
Acting Leading Teachers/ Acting Learning Specialist
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News from Year 1
By Ms. Aimee Smart, 1H
The Year Ones are beginning to inquire into the third Unit of Inquiry ‘Where We Are
in Place and Time’ looking at the Central Idea ‘Understanding how technology
has changed everyday life, assists us to adapt to the future’. Students will be
developing their understanding by looking into the lines of inquiry, ‘The types of
technology that have changed over time’, ‘The need for change in technology
in the past and future’ and ‘The benefits and disadvantages of changes in
technology ’. Students have begun this inquiry by identifying technology they
are familiar with and unpacking the language of past, present and future.
To begin this Unit of Inquiry, students watched the film ‘Honey I Shrunk the Kids’
in the Secondary Theatre as a provocation. Students enthusiastically identified
different technologies and explored what an inventor is.
Students from 1H were thinkers when creating their very first Mind Map. They
were able to share their prior knowledge and write down different technologies
they use and their purpose.

Student thinking has been provoked
by looking and discussing different
types of technologies. Students are
encouraged to bring in old technology
their families use to use. Here are some
examples of student wonderings from
1G:
“When were apps invented?” Charlie
“How do typewriters write onto a
piece of paper?” Ethan
“How have phones changed over
time?” Jeslyn C
“Why does technology make our life
easier? Tiffany
“When was Wifi invented?” Jeslyn L
It has been great to see a number
of student-led artefacts of old
technologies being shared. Students
have been risk-takers by explaining
what the technology is and discussing
how the technology has changed
over time.

In Writing, students have started
looking at Information Texts and will
begin researching technologies and
their purpose. Students will be using
resources such as ‘Epic,’ ‘Safari’ and
books from the class library to research
a technology of their choice.
Students will be inquirers by creating
questions to interview a family
member at home. They will be asking
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News from Year 1
family members about the types of
technologies they have used in the
past. Students will then be risk-takers
by sharing their answers with the class
and writing a personal narrative.
During Numeracy, students are
showing enthusiasm when exploring
the concept of time and duration,
such as identifying events that have
occurred in the past, present and
future. Students have been showing
creativity when experimenting with
timelines and have independently
labelled a timeline of their life so
far, making predictions as to what
will occur in their future. Students
have begun sorting old and new
technologies and started placing
these pictures on a timeline of when
they were invented.
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Alamanda College
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S SUMMARY
Students have had a busy few weeks in Year One, attending
swimming, designing and building their final designs for Unit of
Inquiry Two, ‘Properties of materials influence the way they are
used’, and have begun their second specialist subject for the
year. Students will rotate through Food Technology, Drama and
Music throughout 2018. Teachers are finalising the assessment
and writing of Semester One reports and have enjoyed writing all
about your childs’ achievements and goals from the first half of
the year and hope that you will enjoy reading these soon!

Unit of Inquiry

Year One have begun their third Unit of Inquiry, ‘Understanding
how technology has changed everyday life assists us to adapt
to the future’, on Monday. Students are considering, ‘The types
of technology that have changed over time’, ‘The need for
change in technology in the past and future’ and ‘The benefits
and disadvantages of changes in technology’, through the
Key Concepts; Change, Perspective and Function. Students
have begun exploring technology through the mathematical
concept of time, considering the past, present and future. They
are looking at what changes have occurred, what technology
we currently use and are considering what technology may look
like in the future. Students are beginning to ask questions about
what technology their parents used and how this has impacted
their lives. Students are encouraged to begin bringing in artefacts
aligned to the Central idea, furthering their understanding of the
Unit of Inquiry.

Primary Years Programme Language and Student Agency
The Year One students have been further developing their
understanding of the International Baccalaureate language,
such as the Key Concepts and Transdisciplinary Skills, developing
their understanding of how these link to the Unit of Inquiry.
Students and teachers work every day, at Alamanda College,
towards developing and exhibiting the IB attributes and attitudes,
ensuring students are building their individual Learner Profile.
The Year One team are promoting the development of student
voice and agency in multiple ways. Students are encouraged to
develop their voice through the development of ‘Wonderings’
to guide the ‘Unit of Inquiry, taking initiative during Individualised
Goal Setting and through conversations about ‘having a Growth
Mindset’, ensuring they are constantly challenging themselves.
Students have been committed to developing their individual
voice, by taking action to recognise their peers, and teachers!,
who exhibit the attributes of the Learner Profile. Students are
acknowledging these achievements by writing awards for their
peers and presenting them at the Year One Assemblies. You
might like to talk about these attitudes with your child and how
they can demonstrate these attitudes at home and at school.

Lost Property- Swimming

Last week the Year One students attended swimming at
AquaPulse in Werribee. Students enthusiastically learnt new skills
and built upon old swimming abilities. However, after a week
at the pool, there is some lost property. If your child misplaced
goggles, bathers, school uniform or towels whilst at swimming,
please see the Swimming Lost Property. This is located outside of
Carmen Sacco’s office, on the Deck.

Uniform

We have been experiencing some very crisp mornings, with the
arrival of Winter. Students need to be wearing their full Winter
Uniform. Please ensure all uniform items are clearly labelled with
your child’s name. As the day progresses, students take off their
jackets and jumpers, leaving behind many items of clothing,
without names, making it difficult to track down who it belongs too.
Please remember that the Winter Uniform options consist of
the Alamanda school tunic, white long sleeved shirt with the
Alamanda logo, tie, Alamanda woollen jumper and navy blue
tights. The second option consists of the Alamanda long navy
blue pants and long sleeved striped shirt with navy blue socks
and the Alamanda woollen jumper.
The uniform is displayed in the foyer of the school for your
reference. All students are required to wear appropriate school
uniform everyday. Non-school uniform items should not be worn
to school. It is school policy for students to be wearing the correct
uniform. Students are allowed to wear their full sports uniform on
the day that they have Physical Education and on Friday.
Please refer to the following link for the correct uniform and the
school Uniform Policy: http://alamandacollege.vic.edu.au/
index.php/2017/04/07/uniform-policy/

Starting Time

A reminder to all students and parents that the school day begins
at 8.40am and finishes at 2.50pm. Many students are arriving
well after 8.40am so classes cannot begin until all students
have arrived. When your child is regularly late to school, this has
detrimental impact on their learning as they are missing out on
instruction. Research has found that a child learns best at the
beginning of the day.
Please ensure your child arrives on time to begin the school day, to
ensure valuable learning time is not being compromised. I would
like to thank all parents for their valued contributions and for being
an active member of our learning community. I look forward to
maintaining a close partnership with you and your child.
Please remember that even 10 minutes late per day, equates to
50 minutes of missed instruction a week, which is nearly one and
a half weeks of schooling per year.

iPad

Students use their iPads on a daily basis and are an essential tool
within the Year One classroom. Students use their iPads to read,
complete mathematics tasks, research and to demonstrate their
creativity. All students are required to bring their iPad to school
every day. Please ensure their iPads are placed in their bags, fully
charged on a daily basis.
Dare to be Wise,

Mrs. Tegan Ma

Acting Leading Teaching,
On behalf of Mrs. Carmen Sacco
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News from Year 2
By Mr. Mark Crossett, 2A

In the Year 2 team we have just started
our new Inquiry with the Central Idea of
‘Systems of living things may be complex
yet fragile.’ Through this we have been
exploring the different ways in which we
classify animals and plants (as well as
some new things we are learning about!),
the habitats in which they live as well as
how they are all dependent upon each
other. Further into this inquiry, we will also
explore the impact varying factors play
on the population of ecosystems.
Our students have shown excellent prior
knowledge by discussing the features of
animals they already knew. Courtney of
2A was able to show her understanding
by grouping animals using the words
‘vertebrates’ and ‘invertebrates’. We are
continuing to dig deeper and learning
more about other forms of classification,
including using the 5 Kingdoms. The
Year 2s demonstrated their creativity
when creating posters of habitats with
all of their current knowledge about
the living and non-living features of that
environment. In groups they showed their
understandings and presented them to
the class to share their knowledge.
We have also been completing a lot
of research and note taking! We all
have been learning about different
ways of classifying animals and plants
in to different kingdoms, phylum’s and
species…. Just to name a few! Please
make sure everyone brings their iPads
fully charged at the start of every day
to ensure we make the most of all the
available resources at hand. Thank you
parents for assisting us with this request!
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News from Year 3
By Ms. Louise Wylaz, 3E and Mrs. Suzi Koneski, 3G

Excitement filled the air as the first of
the Grade 3’s boarded the bus on
Monday morning, heading to the
beautiful Mount Evelyn for a fun filled
3 days at Camp Oasis. Being the first
camp for all, there were many emotions
(predominately nervous parents) that
were anticipating what was to come.
The sun was shining the whole time we
were there and the students had an
absolutely amazing time. It was nonstop activities for the entirety of the trip
and all students actively participated
with enthusiasm. Some of the activities
including, initiative games, flying fox,
candle making, reptile house, low ropes
and crate climbing. Students were
required to work together to overcome
challenges and many new friendships
were formed.
The camp food was delicious and we

enjoyed many meals together. We
ensured we were balanced by eating
lots of healthy fruits and vegetables
for energy but also indulged in some
delicious treats including scones with
jam and cream, and chocolate mud
cake.
The second night of camp was an
opportunity for students to shine in
the ‘Grade 3 Pyjama Party Talent
Show’. Students were risk takers when
they signed up to perform in front of
the 85+ students and teachers. We
had an array of talent, ranging from
singing and dancing, to gymnastics
and comedians. The Spice Girls even
made a guest appearance. The
celebrations continued as the dining
hall transformed into an amazing disco,
where students danced the night away
to their favourite songs.

On the last day of camp, we work up
early and packed our bags ready for
a bush hike. The scenery was beautiful
and we got to soak up the last of the
crisp fresh air before heading back to
Alamanda. After our walk we were
rewarded with some delicious burgers
to refuel our bodies. We were joined
by some very eager Kookaburra who
also thought our burgers were delicious
and made for some very entertaining
moments.
We returned to school extremely
exhausted but had an extremely
amazing
and
memorable
time.
Timetable A are currently on camp
and Timetable C will be departing next
Wednesday. We wish them a safe trip
and know that if there camp is anything
like Timetable B’s they will have a
fantastic time!
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News from Year 3
By Ms. Louise Wylaz, 3E and Mrs. Suzi Koneski, 3G
It is very exciting to see students get so
involved with their learning during our
third unit of inquiry. We are currently
working in the Transdisciplinary Theme
‘Who We Are’ and will be using the key
concepts of Responsibility, Causation
and Function to guide this inquiry unit.
The central idea is, ‘The decisions we
make may influence our health and
wellbeing.’
We have great student wonders such as;
“I wonder why we can’t eat certain
foods when we are sick and why our
bodies don’t digest them?” “How much
dairy should we eat?”
“How do our social health, mental health
and physical health all connect?”

This week students have been exploring
the digestive system to understand how
our bodies stay health and extracts
nutrition. Students have used their own
bodies to measure the length of their
digestive system and were very surprise
to learn that their small intestines are
four times their height. The students
are beginning to look at role nutrients
play; understanding their function in
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the body and making connections to the different foods they can be found and
what happens if we don’t get the balance right. Over the coming weeks it should
promote a healthy lunchtime discussion.
We are also receiving great artefacts that engage the students and lead to more
question but most importantly the students really enjoy using their artefacts during
learning time to extend their learning and that of their friends. We would like to
encourage families to really get involved and ask your children questions about what
it is they are learning and what they can bring to class to support their development
of a healthy and well-balanced life - (wellbeing).

Alamanda College
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S SUMMARY

How much fun is the Year 3
Camp?
“So much fun!” would be the reply
from all of the 3A to 3G students
, staff and parent supporters who
have attended the “Oasis Camp” at
Mt Evelyn this week. We particularly
appreciate the parent volunteers support.
The camp is and has been a wonderful experience for all of
the students. Activities such as low ropes, archery, the flying
fox and initiatives challenged the children’s co-ordination,
ability to co-operate and problem-solve with others. These
are some of the attributes you wish to see within a caring
and social community.
Definitely a wonderful opportunity to see our students (your
children) in a different environment, laughing, squealing
with delight and attempting new experiences.

We have included a few photographs from this week’s happy
campers and will add more detail in the next newsletter as
we want to keep some surprises for the students attending
the third camp next week.
Thank you to all Year 3 staff for their organisation and
participation in the camp.
As I’m typing this, there is a spectacular dawn and children
are beginning to bob out of their cabins ready for breakfast –
a choice of seven different cereals, scrambled eggs, bacon,
two types of toast. Those choices don’t exist at my house. Is
this a camp or a luxury stay?
Dare to be Wise!

Helen Welsh

Assistant Principal
Year 2&3 Mini-School
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News from Year 4
By Ms. Ashleigh Palmington, 4B
The Yrear 4s have just been introduced
to their third Unit of Inquiry- Where We
Are in Place and Time. The central idea
is ‘Innovations in technology leads to
advancement in explorations’. In 4B we
started with a provocation in which a
scenario of if the students were an explorer
what would they pack on an exploration,
this really sparked rich discussion in the
classroom. We then followed on with a
See, Think and Wonder which students
explored different pictures and created
a portfolio piece. In the coming weeks
students will begin to compare and
contrast different explorers one from
the past and one from the present in a
bubble chart. Students have also been
very eager to bring in artefacts to present
to the rest of the class and display in the
classroom. This inquiry is very exciting for
the Year 4s and they’re really enthusiastic
to keep inquiring deeper.
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News from Year 5
By Mr. Michael Nicolaides, 5B
Afghanistan to Finland to Thailand. The
Black Kite is a medium-sized bird of prey,
smaller than the Wedge-tailed Eagle. It is
dark brown, not black, with lighter brown
markings and pale patches on the wings.
The black bill has a yellow cere (area of
skin around the nostrils). Students were
exposed to the flying techniques and
educational session about their survival.
Black Kites eat lizards, insects (as they fly)
and small animals, and, like other birds
of prey, are partial to road kill. They have
been observed to gather in flocks around
bushfires and catch the small animals
fleeing from the fire.
DID YOU KNOW:
These birds are at risk of motor vehicles if
they are feasting on road kill and don’t
move fast enough away from cars. You
can help Black Kites and many other
native species by driving carefully on
roads in non-built up areas. They are
found around most of Australia and in
most types of habitat. A special feature
of these birds is their tendency to gather
in large flocks, to scavenge. This is one of
the reasons Black Kite populations are
doing so well, they have adapted to the
changes human lifestyle has brought and
will keenly rummage tips, rubbish bins and
camping grounds for suitable food.
On Monday, 28th May to Friday 1st of
June the Grade 5s attended a camp at
Arrabri Lodge. The camp site is nestled in
the beautiful Yarra Ranges in Warburton
close to the foot hills of Mt Donna Buang.
With tall gum trees, rain forest areas, the
flowing Yarra River, abundant native bird
life and undulating hills, it was the perfect
location for the camp.
178 students, 18 staff and 8 parents
over the course of the week thoroughly
enjoyed the vast array of experiences
which were offered. Some of these
included:
- a low, but challenging ropes course
- flying fox
- archery
- orienteering
- and a terrifying GIANT swing!
Other incidental activities around the

camp included an 18 hole mini golf
course, a trampoline, tennis court, indoor
basketball hall, a fully equipped games
room, a sensory trail and a 50 metre wide
rock climbing wall.
Two night highlights were the Bush Dance
session run by a member of the bush
band Bushwahzze and the Healesville
Sanctuary tour.
The final day of our camp experience
involved a tour at Healesville Sanctuary.
Here the students discovered Australia’s
majestic birds of prey and magnificent
parrots in a spectacular daily show. In the
Spirits of the Sky show, the birds show off
the skill we envy and admire the most –
their ability to fly.
The major attraction in this show was the
‘Black Kite’. The Black Kite is native to
many countries apart from Australia, from

School camps provide children with the
opportunity to work with a variety of adults
and children, that will nurture experiential
education,
build
intergenerational
relationships and result in a different style
of learning. Teacher involvement is, of
course, vital to every successful camp,
with the bonds between students and
teachers strengthened away from the
classroom.
Our students had the opportunity to
form relationships through first-hand
experiences with trained, caring adult
role models and experience a sense of
achievement in a supervised, safe and
positive environment as a result.
Our camp leaders and teachers
were equipped to convey teachable
moments in a variety of settings whilst also
developing and building upon personal
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News from Year 5
By Mr. Michael Nicolaides, 5B

competencies. These competencies
helped shape a successful experience
for all our children who attended camp.
Whilst there were many benefits to the
experience of our school camp, I have
included some of the ones that we as a
Year 5 team felt were vital importance
such as team building, and leadership
skills, the ability to overcome limitations
and a growth in confidence.
1. Social skills
Great opportunities exist to develop a
wide range of social skills that strengthen
established relationships and develop
new ones. Activities planned involved
team cooperation such as sweeping and
tidying the cabins, helping around meal
times or team building exercises on the
low ropes and personal challenges on
the giant swing and flying fox.
2. Independence skills
For some children this school camp was
their first time away from home where
they have to remember to brush their
teeth or finish the vegetables on their
plate. Camp provided an opportunity
for kids to take care of themselves
by appreciating the importance of
interaction and connections to the
physical world. All children rose to this
challenge, they enjoyed this new found
independence and recognised the need
to look after themselves, each other and
their environment.
3. Team building and development of
leadership and decision-making skills
Camp leaders and teachers were active
participants in all aspects of camp life,
it would not be successful if this was not
the case. However, children were often
expected to take on leadership roles and
work together as a team to encourage
positive decision making, such as
collaborating, cooperating and assisting
in everyday experiences.
4. Encouragement of physical fitness and
active lifestyles
During camp, children were exposed to a
variety of experiences. These experiences
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were active and facilitated learning in
a variety of forms, providing a greater
awareness of skills and capabilities that
may be new for many. These activities
involved; Archery, Mini Golf, Trampoline,
Giant Swing Flying Fox, Sensory Walk,
Climbing Wall and even panning for gold.

Some common worries about camp
included:
What happens if we can’t sleep?
What happens if we don’t like the food?
Who am I sharing a cabin with?
What will happen if we don’t enjoy the
activities?

5. Personal challenges
At camp, children were exposed to a
range of activities that they may not
have tried before. We found that when
the children were not under the direction
of their parents or carers they displayed
a more adventurous spirit and were more
willing to have a go at things that they
may not have tried before.

What will happen if I feel homesick?
Although these concerns were valid it
was important to help the children feel
positive about the experience. Our staff
were very experienced when dealing
with all of these areas and as a result we
had absolutely no issues in regards to
home sickness or separation anxiety. It
was a super successful camp experience
for all involved.

Camp was a great opportunity to
develop all of these skills, however, often
the thought of sleeping away from home
caused some anxiety for children.

Thanking you,
Michael Nicolaides
Acting Leading Teacher 4/5/6 Mini-School
Alamanda College

News from Year 6
By Ms. Danielle Colling, 6E

As our second term for the year starts to
draw an end, Year 6 students have been
busily beginning their last Unit of Inquiry
for the semester. To begin their inquiry
into the central idea ‘Our ability to thrive
is influenced by human endeavour and
ethical thinking’, students took part in a full
day incursion as organised and run by the
YMCA. Students were immersed into the
fascinating world of social enterprise as
they were given the opportunity to plan
their own business endeavour to support
a worthy cause within the community.
Students were open-minded as they
reflected on what skills and assets they
could bring to their proposed business
and worked towards understanding how
their small actions have a much bigger
impact on both a local and a global
scale. Students displayed creativity when
pitching their business plans to a series of

judges, with groups showing empathy by
choosing to use a percentage of their
profits to support causes such as cancer
research, endangered animals and
women’s education rights in third world
countries.
For the alternate day where students did
not attend the incursion, Year 6 students
were engaged in a series of provocation
activities to ignite their interest in the
concepts to be introduced throughout
the inquiry. With a strong emphasis on
ethical thinking, students were required to
complete a series of tasks needing them
to think from the perspectives of others.
The first activity required the students to
be thinkers as they negotiated ‘who gets
what’ in the sale of bananas. Students
were shocked when realising the
inequality in the world when they were

told the truth behind what people earn
in the production of bananas such as, a
banana worker in a third-world country
only earning 1 cent per banana picked,
where as a supermarket in a first-world
earning 13 cents for every banana sold.
Later in the day, students participated in
a trading game which required groups
representing countries to earn as much
money as they could be producing
shapes worth different money amounts.
Students reflected on how depending on
a countries’ resources, directly affected
the amount of money they can make.
At the end of the game, students were
amazed to realise that no matter what,
first-world countries had the advantage
to make the most money through trade.
Using visible thinking routines, students
were reflective as they were challenged
to think from other’s perspectives on
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News from Year 6
By Ms. Danielle Colling, 6E

whether this is actually fair and ethical.
The Year 6 teachers can’t wait to see
where the students take their inquiry
investigations as we continue our inquiry
into social enterprise.
Below are some students’ reflections
around the provocation activities.
Recently,
some
of
the
students
participated in an activity called banana
split. In this activity, we learnt about
how a banana is processed before
a consumer buys it. How the activity
worked is that we were split into 5 groups
each of those groups had a role; banana
worker, importer and ripener, shops and
supermarkets, shipper, and plantation
owner. Bananas are 30c, so these groups
were in charge of how much money
they wanted out of the 30c when each
banana is sold. We then had to give
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reasons why we needed this much
money. After that there was a debate to
decide how much money would go to
each group. - Oliver 6E
Our third Unit of Inquiry is about
entrepreneurship and using the inquiry
cycle we are in the tuning in stage. The
tuning in phase is a short activity to gain
knowledge about the topic which is
connected to businesses, charities, social
impact and enterprise. First, we had an
incursion with YMCA, due to the number
of students in year 6 there was 4 groups,
2 went on Monday and other 2 groups
on Tuesday. To test our knowledge from
the YMCA incursion we did an activity to
sum it up, the activity was about trading
and being like a business. The game was
named The Trading Game. We had to
make shapes and each shape was worth
an amount of money. Though, we had
limited equipment and we had to learn

to cooperate with others like a business,
however what made it more interesting
was the fact that teachers used their
money to buy two packs of lollies for
at the end the two groups that worked
together and had the most money won.
It was a really great two days. - Leila 6E
I thought the YMCA was a great
opportunity to learn about both
entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurs.
During the day, we all did fun activities
and games such as the follow the act
game. Most of us learnt interesting facts
and things we never knew. The best thing I
learnt about was that there are businesses
that not only benefit themselves but also
their community. My group designed
a theme park, where the money made
from the entrance fee went towards
reducing the price of electronic cars so
that they are more affordable. This was so
we can help reduce air pollution.
- Howard 6E

Alamanda College

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S SUMMARY
Dear Parents/Guardians,
This week, together with other leaders,
I attended the Regional Principal’s
Forum. We listened to many inspiring
speakers
and
educators
who
presented research-based educational
initiatives that are rolled out into schools. One of the main
components of the forum was about a strong establishment
of empowering students through voice, agency and
leadership. This work is closely aligned with the vision and
ethos of our work here at Alamanda.
The Department’s continua of practice for empowering
students and building school pride gives us clear guidelines
on how to validate and embrace student voice, agency
and leadership by building a productive and inclusive
school culture for all adults and students. The continua of
Practice includes the following definitions of Student voice,
agency and leadership: Student voice is not simply about
giving students the opportunity to communicate ideas and
opinions; it is about students having the power to influence
change. Authentic student voice provides opportunities
for students to collaborate and make decisions with adults
around what and how they learn and how their learning is
assessed. This is known to lead to improved educational
outcomes.
Student agency refers to the level of autonomy and power
that a student experiences in the learning environment.
Student voice and agency are intrinsically linked. Agency
gives students the power to direct and take responsibility
for their learning, creating independent and self-regulating
learners.
Student leadership is not confined to a small group of
individuals, as leadership potential is inherent within all
learners. Student leadership includes listening to and being
able to clarify the issues of the students they represent
and advocating on their behalf. Student leaders have
an increased sense of responsibility to help others and to
model leadership principles and values. Trust, autonomy
and relationships are enhanced through the development
of leadership qualities.
We look forward to unpacking and delving deeper into this
work.

Year 5 Camp
The Year 5 Camp to Arrabri Lodge, Warburton East was
a huge success. The students engaged in many exciting
outdoor and indoor activities, such as the giant swing, the
flying fox, archery, bush dancing just to name a few. The
students and adults were risk-takers when they decided to
have a go on the giant swing, line dancing and flying fox,
some overcoming their fear of heights. The night walk and
the evening’s campfire was a huge success, as the students
and the adults bonded over roasting marshmallows and
sharing camp stories.
I would like to thank the Year 5 team who were responsible
for the organisation of the camp. I would also like to thank
all staff: Mr Nicolaides, Ms Vandermeer, Ms Kotevski, Ms
Henderson, Mr Bates, Mr Romaniw, Ms Francis, Ms David,
Kelly, Chris L. and accompanying parents for attending
the camp and for their professionalism in ensuring that
all students had a wonderful experience and were well
catered for.
We have booked Arrabri Lodge Camp for our 2019 Year 5s.
Years 5-9 Athletics Carnival
The Years 5-9 Athletics Carnival was held today despite
the unpredictable weather and was a huge success.
The students, teachers and parents got into the spirit of
the carnival by participating in various sporting activities,
chanting for their house teams and raising much needed
funds with an onsite BBQ for the Secondary Uluru Camp in
October. A great day had by all.
Farewell
It is with pure elation that I announce my appointment as
the Principal of the new Sanctuary Lakes South P-9 College
(Interim Name). It is with a heavy heart that I will leave
the Alamanda family in three weeks’ time. Thank you to
all students, parents and teachers for all your support and
well wishes. I still have the rest of this term to reflect and
think about our huge achievements over the past five
years. Alamanda will always have a very special place in
my heart.
Dare to be wise!
Regards,

Jackie Daniali

Years 4, 5 & 6 Assistant Principal
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Specialist Subjects
Food Tech News

FOOD TECH 2018

By Ms. Niki Sylaidos

Overall Food Technology has been an amazing
experience with my group, class and Ms
Sylaidos. The first week of Food Technology
we got into some table groups of either four or
five. This was my group for every Food Tech
session. One week after another we slowly
learned different food rules. I know that one of
my favourite Food Tech sessions was when we
cooked fried rice as shown in the picture. We
organised ourselves into different roles, for
example Ava M was getting the ingredients
ready near the stove, I was cooking the fried
rice, Isaac R was getting the trays ready for the
rice for after its cooked and Hadi A was taking
photos of the experience to document what
happened.
Isaac Reynolds, Ava Mione, Hadi Alao and
Lily Joveski

Another Food Tech sessions we
did was pizza design. Since my
table group was making two
pizzas and there are four of us,
we paired off and made a pizza
together. I paired up with Ava M
since we have different different
dietary requirements, we split
the pizza in half. As you can
see, Ava does not like
mushrooms and tomatoes and I
don’t like pineapple so we made
it a fair share for all of us.
My Food Tech Experience has
been amazing since the first
week and I look forward to
trying the skills I learnt in food
tech at home.
Made By Lily Joveski 6B
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Specialist Subjects
Physical Education News
By Mr. Matthew Cramp

Congratulations to all participants in the
interschool sports competition. Great
effort by all students in representing
the school in Netball, Volleyball, Tball,
Soccer and Aussie rules football. A
special mention to the Netball, Soccer
and Tball teams for winning the finals
and progressing to the Hobson’s bay
regional competition in term 3.

made great progress in PE this term and hope to see all students continue to comes
to PE with positive attitude for the rest of term and into the semester 2.

Students participated in the Hobson’s
Bay cross country last month at
president’s park. Congratulations to all
students for representing Alamanda
on the day. Well done to Harrison who
came 2nd overall in his age group and
is now representing Hobson’s bay at the
regional championships.
Well done to all students who have

LOTE News

By Ms. Tiffany Zhang
We have had productive two weeks in
Language classes. Our learners were
enthusiastic to learn Chinese words,
sentences and they were keen to apply
their knowledge to a range of learning
activities.
The Grade One students completed their
window draw activity to showcase their
understanding of the Chinese characters
and Pinyin of different weather. They
were very excited to practise their
speaking skills by creating a weather
report. Working in pairs, they acted as
meteorologists and recorded themselves
confidently reporting the weather live.
As our inquiry topic for Grade Two is Months
and Birthday, the Grade Two learners
learnt how to say “Happy birthday to
you” in Chinese as well as the “Happy
Birthday Song”. They were provided with
different templates to create birthday
bookmarks for their family, friends or
themselves. Integrating the knowledge of
months and birthday, students started to
make pop-up birthday cards to practise
writing the Chinese sentence “我的生日

在…” (My birthday is in their birth month
to be filled in).
After learning about the focused
vocabulary of different modes of
transport in Chinese, the Grade Four
students are now investigating the
comparative
degree
in
Chinese
sentences. They really enjoyed creating
two vehicles on Minecraft and recording
their voice on Seesaw to explain
“Vehicle A is slower/faster than Vehicle
B” in Chinese (…比…慢/快). As openminded learners, they learnt to use a
Chinese pinyin keyboard on their iPads
to type the Chinese characters and
Pinyin, reinforcing their sentence making
skills and their understanding of the
comparative degree.
Well done, all language learners in
Alamanda College! We hope you will
keep up your open-minded attitudes and
commitment in the weeks to come.
Kind regards,
Language Team
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Specialist Subjects
Music News
By Ms. Donna Dale

Musica Viva has been bringing premium
quality live music to Australian schools for
over 35 years. Specialising in presenting
the best small ensembles Australia has
to offer – dynamic, accessible and
culturally diverse groups that perform in
a wide variety of music styles.
This year students from Year 5-9 will have
the opportunity to enjoy Adam Hall
and his Velvety Players. Inspired by soul
icons James Brown and Ray Charles,
the ensemble has travelled the world to
great acclaim. Renowned for their slick
presentation and raw energy, they are
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ready to take you on your own tour of
the classic Rhythm & Blues of the 1940s
and ‘50s.
Singer/trumpeter Adam Hall and
his
foot-stomping,
hip-wiggling,
shoulder-shaking “little big band” will
be performing at the school theatre
on Monday 22nd of October in the
Secondary Theatre. Be sure to return
completed
permission
form
with
payment of $10.00 by September 3rd.
We have extended the return date
however limited seats are available.
Forms are available at the Main Office.

